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In 2011 42% of marriages ended in divorce 34%

of married couples divorce before thire 20th

wedding anniversary thats  more than one in

three.(10)












 
















in 2016 the number of divorce in france was of

1,28,043 compared to 1,31,335 in 2014. France

had a number wich was not one of the highest in

Europe but that emphesizes the fact that in

recent years,divorce is a phenomenon with a

significant impact on western countries.(11)













 












 








 













 






 







 


 















Money worries biggest reason for marriages

ending. survey  finds.












The first working Monday of the new year usually

sees rise in the number of couples seeking a

divorce following the stress of the festival

season.




 









The first working Monday of the years is bubbed

''divorce day'' by lawyers because of the increase

in the number of people looking to end thire

marriages following the stress of Christmas and

New year. (13)








Money warries top the first of reasons why

married couples split up, with one in five saying it

was the biggest cause of marital strife.(14)
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Money is always a common issue and if one

person feels that their partner is not pulling their

weight financially or at least try to then it can very

quickly cause recentment to grow.(15)
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I realised it was the the lack of commitment on

 





my partner, because I did not really feel romantic

towards him.I always had felt more steel like he

was a friend to me. 
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Abstract of the Articles

The Consultative System of Islam
Certain Important Events in the Times of Rightly

Guided Caliphs

 Syed Jalaluddin Umari

Former President Idara -e-Tahqeeq-o- Tasneef-e- Islami

Five parts of Maulana Syed Jalaluddin Umari's article: 
"The Consultative System of Islam" have been published in
earlier issues of Tahqeeqat-e-Islami. The sixth and last part
thereof is being published here.

In this article, the Maulana, citing examples, says that
the Rightly Guided Caliphs used to consult with the
opinionated gentries. Among these examples, fight with those
who refused to pay Zakat, deploying Usama's expedition,
distribution of lands coming into possession of the Islamic
army and nipping mischief and trouble in the bud are worth
mentioning. The Maulana has also discussed that in an Islamic
state, the ruleris neither dictatorial nor symbolic, rather it is his
responsibility to take proper decisions as he deems fit and
consult with opinionated people as and when required. In the
end, the Maulana has also cited examples of seeking
consultation about trifles like legitimacy of adhan, compilation
of the Qur'an, penalty for drinking, adopting the title of Ameer
al-Mumineen, salary of the caliph, liberation of slaves,
beginning of the Hijri calendar, etc. Also, there are some
examples of acting upon the advice of one single individual.
All this proves that the Muslim rulers deemed it necessary to
consult, keeping in view the emphasis the Qur'an and Sunnah
have laid thereupon. 
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Over-reliance of Courts on Abdullah Yusuf
Ali's Flawed English Translation
and Commentary of the Qur'an

Prof.Abdur Raheem Kidwai
Hon.Director K.A.Nizami Centre of Qur'anic Studies

Aligarh Muslim University Aligarh

sulaim_05@yahoo.co.in

In their important judgments on Shah Bano (divorced
Muslim women),Shayra Bano (triple talaq) and Hijab cases,
Supreme Court and Karnataka HighCourt have relied on
Abdullah Yusuf Ali's English translation and Commentary
(1934 -1937) in interpreting Islam, the Qur'an and Shari'ah.
The article presses home the fact that Ali's translation distorts
the meaning and message of the Qur'an. It is not representative
of the Muslim articles of faith. Ali was an Ismaili Dawoodi
Bohra and his work reflects the beliefs of his Ismaili cult, 
which is contrary to the main stream Islam. 

Courts should consult faithful, standard English
translations of the Qur'an by Muslim scholars.
 

The System of Divorce in Western Countries
Maulana Kamal Akhtar Qasmi

Member, Idara-e-Tahqeeq-o-Tasneef-e-Islami, Aligarh
kamalakhtarq@gmail.com

This article analyses the state of divorce in western
countries and throws light on its causes. The writer says that
in the west divorce is pronounced either as punishment or as
solution of the problem. If one of the spouses establishes
physical relationship with any other man/woman, or indulges
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in physical violence, or behave slanderously, the other can
seek divorce. The article dwells in detail upon the stages one
has to undergo while seeking divorce there. In the light of
various survey reports, it also discusses the divorce rate in
those countries and the causes of rising number of divorces.
While mentioning in this regard western countries, especially
France, Germany, America and the United Kingdom, their
constitutions have also been referred to.  

Analytical Study of Tafseer 'Urwa-Tul Wusqa'

Dr.Muhammad Zohaib Hanif
 Specialist Islamiyat, Agha khan University Examinations,

Karachi(Pakistan)
zaibizohaib26@gmail.com

Islam covers all aspects of life - social, political,
economic and personal. It interprets and demonstrates
practical solutions to problems. There are many famous
personalities who left no stone unturned to work on Qur'anic
tafsir. There are great personalities in the subcontinent who
made continuous hard work to enhance positivity towards
Islam. Maulana Abdul Karim Asri is one of them. He spent his
whole l ife in  the study of  the Holy Qur'an and its
interpretation. Although there are many aspects of his Tafsir 
Urwa-tul-Wusqa yet the main feature of this tafsir is Raai
(opinion). The tafsir incorporates the ideology of Sir Syed
Ahmad Khan and Ghulam Ahmed Pervez to blend traditional
thought with modernisation. He demanded Muslim scholars to
adopt a different route and think about the various issues in
this way. Furthermore, the Maulana includes lughat, ahadith
and opinion (Raai) in his tafsir. In this article some of the
tafsiri characteristics of this tafsir has been discussed.
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Auditory Sensation of the Dead 
an Academic Discourse

 Dr. Muhammad Saleem Qasmi
Professor, Department of Theology (Sunni), 

Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh
msaleem196330@gmail.com

There are contradictory opinions on whether or not the
dead can hear. One opinion is that the dead do not hear the
words of the living. This is the view of Hazrat Ayesha, Hazrat
Ibn Abbas, Hazrat Ibn Masood and other Companions. A
majority of jurisprudents and Hanafi Ulama and present Arab
Ulama are also of the same opinion. Another opinion is that
the dead, in essence or as a matter of principle, hear; however
not in all conditions. 

The writer has mentioned both the opinions and the
names of proponents of those opinions, presented their
respective arguments, judged them, and concluded the
discussion,saying the Qur'an and Ahadith prove that the dead
cannot hear save and except in cases authenticated by Sahih
Ahadith. In the end, he has written that some Hanafi Ulama of
later days believe that the dead can hear ; but this is not true.
And the Hanafi Ulama of early days also opine that the dead
cannot hear. 
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